MicroRNA expression signatures in intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm of the pancreas.
Intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (IPMN) represent a spectrum of tumors that range from low-grade (LG) dysplastic tumors to invasive cancer. Identification of IPMN at high risk for malignant transformation is important for the prevention and early treatment of pancreatic cancer. The roles of microRNA expression in the development of IPMN have not been extensively evaluated. Expression patterns of 846 human microRNAs (miRNAs) was analyzed using microRNA microarray in 55 tissues, including LG IPMN (n = 10), moderate-grade (MG) IPMN (n = 5), high-grade (HG) IPMN (n = 5), invasive cancer with IPMN (IPMC; n = 10), pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma without IPMN (PDA; n = 5), LG IPMN extracted from specimens that contain IPMC (LG_Ca; n = 10), and normal pancreatic tissues (n = 10). Fourteen miRNAs were differentially expressed in all IPMN tissues compared with normal pancreatic tissue. Expression level of 3 miRNAs was proportional to dysplasia level. Hierarchical clustering demonstrated grouping of 2 IPMN subgroups: LG and MG IPMN verses HG IPMN and IPMC. Expression of 15 miRNAs was significantly different between these groups. LG_Ca tissues clustered with the HG IPMC group, and 12 miRNAs were differentially expressed in LG_Ca, HG lesions, and IPMC compared with LG lesions. The expression patterns of selected miRNAs were validated using quantitative reverse-transcription real-time polymerase chain reaction. Hierarchical clustering demonstrated microRNA expression profile in IPMC was significantly different from PDA, suggesting that different pathways are involved in these cancer types. This study demonstrates that miRNAs are involved in the development and progression of IPMN. We identified potential targets for diagnosis, prognostication, and treatment of IPMN.